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LIBRARY TAX TURNED DOWN BY VOTERS
Demos Move Into
41 Two Top Offices
Viewpoint
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Held For
Clean Sweep Funeral
Mrs. 0. H. Crass
-In Louisville Taken By GOP

Alert Election Clerk

Only 1622 Voters Exercise
Right In General Election

Makes Vote Possible

Funeral rites were conducted at
the Max Churchill Chapel today
for Mrs. 0, H.. Crass of 412 North
Fourth Street. Mrs. Crass, age 80,
died Tuesday at the Murray Hos' pital.
1
Conducting the service were Brit:
William M. McKinney and Bro.
Harry Myers. Interment was in the city cemetery.
Active pallbearers we're Truman !
Stalls, Rauddy Stalls! Nornan Bo- •
gard. Dale Williams. Gene Peales
and Doyle Culver,
The Max Churchill Fun e ra '
Home had charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Betty Nannev, election
clerk, usett".1ter initiative %tester. day and madie it poks4W for
Sixteen hundred and twenty State Representative milled the
•
Greene 0. Wilson to cast his bal- two persons cast their voteyes- • most votes. 1279, while the yes
lot The electric current went off terdav in Calloway County, electand no votes combined totaled
Yesterday about 445
m. at ing the officials nominated in the 1622. The finals.
indicated that 619
By
WILLIAM
Precinct
THOMAS
Number
Seven_
voting 'May priinary and turning down voted for the
By RAYMOND LAHR
outcome was a disappointment.
library tax while
Place
in
the
Calloway
t
Pre.* !Met
County High the question of the proposed Sc 1003 voted
But it said Republican victories
United Press loternational
against it.
,,,WASHINGTON
School.
— Demo- in mayoralty and othe.r elections
per $100 tax for the support of
Speculation today indicated that
Nits today applauded their New elsewhere clearly showed that "a
1A)U1SVIII.F., Ky. 1111 — ReWith only about fiftrena-M4utes the Murray Calloway County' Li- the library tax
was probably the
York City and New Jersey elec- Takla is running in our favor,"• , publicans rejoiced today over a
voting time left, and the elee- brary.
"vie t i m of circumstances". A
tion victories as support foe- Pres- • National party Chairmen Wil- clean sweep of major offices in
tricity. off apparently' Mr. Wilson
The token vote yesterday for number of complaints
have been
ident Kennedy's program and said liam E. Miller said defeat of GOP Luisville and Jefferson' County
was to he deprived of is voting those named in the May Primary heard over the
amount of the
that threw the once solidly enthey pointed toward victory in the gubernatorial candidate James
nriviles.e.
officially
Mrs
elected
the
Nanney
nominees
found
the
watershed
tix nlaced on landownP.
instructions on the operation of the with apparently 300 more votes ers in the Clark's River
1962 battle for Congress,.
Mitchell "is by no means a major trenched Democratic organization
Watershed
The Republicane high command blow to the Republican party's out of City Hall for the first time
DEAD AT 66—Here ia a late m whine, and changed it over from conning lir the polls just to vote which is 50c per 5100 assessed
acknowledged t h e New Jersey hopes in 1962." Mitchell, labor in 28 years.
photo of James Thurber, one electric oneration to manual op- against the library tax.
'evaluation, then too tax payers
Republican candidates won races !
Charlie Lassiter, candidate for made their first oai•ment for
of the greatest humorists eration, allowing him to votes
aeci-etary tn the Eisenhower adthe
for mayor of Louisville, JefferMr.
Wilson
said
America
that
has
Mrs.
produced,
Nanwho
hosnital tax on November I.
ministration. was backed by the
son County judge, and sheriff. ' The funeral of Mrs. Onie Boyd
died in New York at 66. He ney should be commended for
City voters put into office those
former GOP president.
They appeared also to have swept who passed away on Monday at
had undergone brain surgery her efficiency and alertness.
persons nominated for mayor, city
Democratic National Chairman both races
Mrs. Nanney has been employin October, and %Yea strickfor state Senate seats the age of 90, was held this morn,
council. and City prosecuting atJohn M. Bailey said -the response and nine of 11 contests
en with a blood clot. Burial ed In the office of the County
for seats ing at 10:00 a. m at the J. H.
torney.
of the New Jersey electorate tells in the House of Representati
Court
was
scheduled
Clerk
Churchill
in his native
for more than eight
Funeral Home with Rev.
ves.
The library' vote by precinct is '
CAMP PENDLETON, Calif (FR
more than any statement I might
The GOP held the office of E. Glover officiating.
3-ears and is an efficient and acColumbus', O.
ITNC) — Marine Maj. Joseph 0. as
make about the strength of the county judge from 1945 to 1949,
curate
Survivor include two. daughters.
employee accord in g to Compton.
Tlibrary
hoellows
a vote by precinct
Jr., son of Joseph 0. Af
Presidem and our [arty on na- but Democrats remained in com- MISS }loofas Boyd of Murray
County Court Clerk Randall Pat- :
route
. Compton. Sr. of Route 6. Murray. is at follows!
tional issues."
mand at City Hall during that per- two, and Mrs. W. C. Luther of Musicianship
terson.
Yes No
IKY., is serving at the First Ma- Precinct
Emphasize Kennedy Role
iod.
Wing(); a sister Mrs. 011ie King
rine Division Headquarters, Camp One
47
67
Both Bailey and the Whi tel Unofficial returns from all of of Murray and three grandchilPendleton, Calif.
Two
45
74
RUMMAGE SALE
Hause emphasized what they call- the county's 489 precincts in the dren.
Maj. Compton will assist an as- Three ..
91
fei
By JAMES RENNEISEN
ed. the importance Kennedy's pro- contest for county judge gave ReMrs. Floyd was a member of the
sistant division chief of staff in Four
54 51
* tini.ed Peass
gram played in the New Jersey publican Marlow Cook, a former North Pleasant Grove Church. PallMurray Court 728 Women i,f isuperviana and coordinating the Five
48
56
LOUISVILLE Ky. STU — Ken- els.....tion of Richard P Hughes and state representative. 95.347 votes bearers were Charlie Cain, Willie
Woodcraft will hold a rummage divieion's supply and maintenance Six
74
72
tuck- Renublicaris today were as- the New York City victory of to 75,472 for his Democratic op- Graham. Marvin Fulton. Jimmie
sale Saturday. November 11, at operations.
Seven.35
.
52
sured of their strongest repre- Mayor Robert F. Wagner.
ponent. former majority leader Graham and Dr. Hugh N1cElrath.
By NEALE B. MASON
the American Legion Hall on MaBefore entering
4 61
the
Marine Concord
sentation in the General AssemPresidential Pre ss Secretary of the House Tam Ray.
ple Street.
Corps in March 1942. he attendel Faxon
23
46
bly in 18 years as a result of a
In the Louisville mayoralty race.
Pierre Salinger said "I certainly
Almo
A gratifying audience of stu- ! The sale will begin at 8:30 ,the University of Florida in Gaines- Kirbe
near sweep of legislative races in
the
city's
325
precincts
gave
Refeel the President's program since
sine Fla
dents, faculty, and towns-people a m. and continire -,ntil noon
Jefferson County
he has been in the White House publican William 0. Cosager 66,- '
1117
0
1
32
4431
were in attendance last night at
The new Republican delegation
800
votes
to
Democrat
William
areu
had a major effect...!
k-s°nGr
veve
j
L
ilay:ig
Goro
14
7 7
31
O1 5
the Recital Hall of the Fine Art,
from Jefferson County, a by-prodMilburn's
50.219.
The Republicans drew comfort
'Building on. the College camoti,
us! of sweeping GOP vciss in
In
sheriff's
the
race.
Republihl
ft at Pow wain state
16
K
to liear the piano recital preasrely and county races
lee Color* rye.. eatersesemeet
can William (Small] polled 92.230,
local otficms i Ohio, PennLEXING"roN, Ky (On —Rich- ed by Russell Terhune of
Mrs. Amelia .Ticker of Louisvotes to Democrat Scott Detrick's
P"In"
Absentee'
77
1 711
ard P. Maloney Jr. 3I -year old Murray. State College music faci.i
Wile the first Negro woman to ayla.ania. New York. Kentucky 76.780
819 1003
ty Mr. Terhune's recitals are al
be elected to the legislature in .and Arizana, including the victory
Although leaders of the Demo- city prosecutor making his first
offices totaled less than
ways welcomed events, and this
of Henry X. O'Brien in the race
state's history
cratic 'Fourth Street Organna- political race, defeated incumbent
T
t heCtlit
alanilire--vete aith- them totalt
Republican candidates captured fee a mot on the PernisylvenM tion" had anticipated the races Pollee Judge Thomas J. Ready in was no exception His dependable
'isted as follows!
musicianship and his quietly ef
9 of the 11 House races and both State Supreme Court.
might be chase, they were stunned Tuesday's election Moloney re'harlie Lassiter
..............
1271
ficient technique have gained him
Bailey said that in New Jersey by the decisiveness of
GOP Senate candidates won in
ceived
5,429
votes
to 2.126 for
their deRolsert Miller
.......
112
238
51
the Republicans "ran a candidate feat.
Jefferson County.
Ready, who had held office sine..-a devoted following.
James Overbey
The only Democrats to survive who knew al little of New Jersey
Johnny Crimmins, organization 1935.
The program was one which
Douglas Shoemaker
1380
the downfall of the Louisville .roblems that he refused to debate chairman, said the defeat was
NEW,PORT.
TN — Former 40 per cent of the votes in the Woodrow Rickman
even concert artist,. who can de.........
1n
259
2
Democratic organization were state th.! issues with his opponent."
''a great disappointment." RetirLOWSVILLE, Ky. 311) —Rob - sole their full time to prepara- : football star George Rattermen. City of Newport. but scored heavily Charlie Hale
Rep. Clarence R Miller. who won
Democratic Mayors Lose
ing County Judge Bert Van Ars- ert E. Jones. 32, of Louisville. tion and performance, would ap- who swept to victory as a reform in the many small suburban com- Clyde Steele
1250
et fourth term in the House bi.
In other off-year balloting th e dale went further — he called it
was fined $2.000 in U 5 District proach with great misgiving be- candidate for sheriff in his first =reties of Campbell County.
Max Churchill
1249
slefeating Ora Mae Mason, and Democrats held on to the Virginia "a revolution."
He and other reform candkfates
Court Tuesday on a charge of cause of its technical and music- political race. was warned today
state Rep John W Farmer who governorship, a Michigan congresOthers were at a loss to explain. failing to make reports to the al demands. but Mr Terhune. who he would face mcre opposition in !were backed in their campaigns
defeated Andrew Moore
sional seat and the mayor's_pffice Ray said he didn't think the prinInternal Revenue Service and teachers a full schedule each day, any effort to drive organized gam , by the Committee of 500. which
Returns from the legislative in Pittsburgh The Republicans cipal Republican issue of BossismPay taxes on gambhng. The IRS at the expense of valauble time bling out of northern Kentucky's was formed la* April on a-'-sugraces indicated that the Republi- knocked out Democratic mayors aceaunted for the GOP sweep.
gestion by Goy Bert T Combs.
claims he owes $6,000 in takes for preparation, managed to come, Campbell County.
cans will occupy at least 28 seats in Buffalo, N.Y., Louisville, Ky.,
The winners were too jubslant
very to close to the high standRattermana running on a "switch to rid Newport of its national
and
penalties.
in the House of Representatives, Younaptown, Ohio, and in Erie. for much analyzing. Cook said.
ards a concert pianist would set .10 hovesty- ticket, won personal reputation as a "sin city." where
compared to 20• seats in the 1960 Scranton and other
for himself.
cities in Pen- "I am eternally thankful to those
i vindication by polling almost as 'gambling ran wide open and prosFRANKFOR
T,
Ks
--TestiGeneral Assembly,
wonderful people I don't know
noilsania.
many votes as his Demoreratic titution was only a flight of stairs,
mony
was
scheduled
toto
begin
Undoubtedly the high point of
The Republicans picked up a
how to thank them."
and
Republican opponents com- or at most a short cab ride. away
day
in
the
second
trial
of
Griiver the program was the massive B
seat in the Senate by electing
Another interested commentabined,
hut four reform candidates at any time.
Melts,
charged
with t h e fatal minor Sonta by Franelisz. This
rnon C McGinty in Jefferson
tor was former Gov A B ChanNewport
for
City Commissioner
shooting
rd his former wife. Clara. long intricate work, full of beautiRatterman, father of eight chilounty. but they were in danger
dies- who expressed sorrow at seelast Felartiary A jury was selected ful themes and' forceful episodes were defeated by so-called "liberal" dren, was freed of the charges
of losing a seat in the 32nd DisThe Murray Fire Department
ing Democrats beaten, but added.
candiates.
growing out of the hotel incident was called t/I Parker P.ipcorn
trict, where former state High"I assume that somebody will have late Tuesday and locked up for is a challange to any pianist. Mr.
one-time
The
Notre
Dame
and
the night
when a free - lance photographer Company yesterday when a fire
Terhune managed to keep it drivway Commissioner Bert Kiser was
to assume leadership down there,
Cleveland Brow n s quarterback
testified he had been called to was discovered in the shuck
ing forward, carrying the audience
making a strong bid against Roy
and I think Jimmy would be a
and
drew nationwide attention to his
the room above the Tropicana cob bin located
J Chapman, the Republican canLOUISVILLE. Ky. tee —Mrs. through its complicated form with ,campaign when
good fellow to do it "
outside the buildhe was arrested Bar
understandi
ng
to
didate
take
Eli
and
a
clarity.
picture
The
Whallen.
best
of
a
man
80. of Louisville,
He referred to James Queenan,
ing. Firemen arrived and used the
in a Newport hotel room last
and a woman in bed.
With returns in from 23 of 108
remained in "critical," condition moment in the Sonata for both May 9
a Chandler supporter who lost
booster to extinguish the blaze.
with a strip tease dancer.
Mr
Terhune
and
Mr.
precincts in the four-county du
Liszt
was
(Continued on Page 3)
his hid for the Democratic mayor.
Chief Flavil Robertson staid that
Juanita April Flowers Hodges.
A federal grand jury at Lexprobably
the
fugal
section
Mica Kiser led Chapman, 4.030 I
toward
ally nomination last May after
Says He Was Drugged
ington, Ky. began intermittent he called another truck to the
the
eitd.
where
Mr.
Terhune
votes to 3.984. Tuesday . night.
handMIRY
years as Jefferson County
Ile contended he Was drugged
ibe of the incident, and last scene for safety purp...ses. but
led the uncomfortably complicated
tin other state Senate races. m,clerk.
and placed in the room to dis- month returned indictments a- when it was evident that the
contrapuntal
cumbents J. Murray Blue. Providevelopmen
t wit h credit him
Chandler's remarks underscored
as a candidate. Chem gainst. --Newport Acting Police booster could handle the situation,
certainty and finesse.
FULTON. Ky. (UPS — City of the point that the severe
dence Democrat. and Scott Milldrubes against him were dismissed Chief Upshire White and six oth- it returned to the firs. station.
er Jr.. Louisville Republican, both Fukon voters Tuesday voted over- bing suffered by the party's JefThe last half of the program and the incident touched off a er persons, charging them with
,The orgin of the be is unwhelmingly in favor of purchasing lemon County
won easily.
organization may
was deviated to a presentation of series of investigationa by federal, conspiring to violate Hatterman's known. The shucks and cobs trathe
electric
facilities
of the Ken- have repercussion affecting the
State Sen. Cabell D. Estancia.
state
and
local authorities leading teed _taigas
all twelve of the Etudes containvel through a pipe to the bin
Stanford Democrat. led John H. tacky Utilities Co. here.
• U. S. senatorial aspirations of lt.
ed in Opus 10 by Chopin. This is to indictments and ousters pf some
The indictments came after the locarted outside the building and
Voters approved plans for the 'Gov. Wilson W Wyatt.
Swope. Boyle County Republican,
who neceslocal
officials.
an event usually reserved for the
strip teaser changed her story m someway a blare started in the
2.541 to 1,836. with 22 of the dis- city to acquire its own electric sarily would count on running
Heileman received 12.610 votes .to testify that Ratterman was ful- bin itself.
large concert hal6, and the "name"
system by a vote of 896 to 100. iwell in home
It was cracovered when
trict s 82 precincts counted.
county in order to
artiat. It was a revealing oppor- to 7.972 for Democrat Johnny ly dressed and unconscious when a farmer was loading
shucks and
Among the 44 contested ...House _ In
'win
either
the
primary
_ the mayor's race, Gilbert
election
y.
tunity to hear these Etudes as a TV Peluso and 6.063 for Repub- police arrived
t a chandler
hacked
cobs into his truck and the burn-.
defeated incumbent
t2ces, at least nine incumbents
can lican Al Ilewe.
group
Instead
MG
•
1
8
gains
of
I
Combs
singly.
meanwhile
They
took
had
begun
Mg material began to fall into
•n
110.n re-election in Tuesday's bal. or Nelson Tripp by a margin of chaste, or the general election
"I'm happy, of course, to win," ouster proceedings. still in pro's
on a new significance, and gained
lilting, including eight Democrats 507 to 490. In the city judge's race, from incumbent Sen Thruston B.
Hatterman said. "but I am dis- 'rem, against four Newp•,rt and his truck from she overhead bin.
greatly
in
stature
through
Mr.
Paul Lame defeated incumbent Morton.
and one Republican.
Burr Waldrop, employee at
•
Tcrhune's thoughtful musicianship appointed that others on the re- 'Campbell County law enforcement
Besides Miller and Farmer in H. H. Perce. 592 to 419.
Parker's called the fire departWyatt mid, however. that Toesand carefully planned balancing form ticket didn't."
officials,
and
a
special
Campbell
Jefferson County. the other suemint.
day's Democratic debacle would
of one ! agairat the other. If any
He said he will not hesitate to ,County grand jury returned gamcessful
Democratic
incumbents
• have no effect on his plans for
on the state or federal gov- 'blare indictments against 49 per.
could he considered outstanding
were James P. Hahn of Green1962
they would probably he the fa- ernment for assistance in enforc- sons. Organized gambling almost
ville: George J. Ellis of Glasgow;
"I was giving it serious conmiliar ones in E Major and E- ing the laws if such aid is needed. !disappeared in Newport and Camp
Eugene Ostertag of Fort Thomas;
sideration before: I am giving it
Formes No Diffteulty
lla, minor when' his angina tone
hell Cotmty by election day.
Mason Slasher of Red Bird; J. D.
even' more serious consideration
Hatterman declined to speculate , This was not pleasing to man,
at its best, and the C minor
Smith of Dwarf: and T. T. Colley
now," said Wyatt, who has never
which ended the program with a on what stand the -liberal- can- !persons in the community, who
a Robinson Creek.
formally declared his intentions.
flash of brilliance. Also, however, didates whip defeated the reform agreed with the "liberal- midiFrank Hill of Murray route four
W "WSW r, Welow•WWwi
TThe succerasful Republican inthe one in A flat major, and the slate for seats on the city com- "dates that gambling attracted a was e I ect ed
president of the
earnbent was Paul Cornett of
E-flat Major need to have pm-- mission would take, hut declared, lot of money to Newport from Young
Farmers class of the adult
BOND
Mershons. who defeated Horace
FAILS
don't
look
"I
.ticular
for
any
great
diffimention
as
Cincinnati.
being
Ohio, across the Ohio f a rmer vocational agriculture
Western Kentucky — Partly
well
Ilacicney of London. 3,509 to 2,handled and very cleanly played, culty in this situation
River, and contributed heavily to training program last
cloudy," rather windy and colder
week
268
of
One
the
The
newly
elected
comBeethoven
employment
Variations
with
and business income
Hill was selected to head the
Another veteran legislator re- today. High in mid 40s. Mostly
missioners
which
indicated
this
Mr
might
Terhune
in
the city.
opened the
class at a meeting of the class
FRANKLIN, Ky. MP, — Simpturning tol.the House after many fair and colder tonight, low In
program were their mual beauti- not be the case. however.
Although facing opposition from committee The Young' Farmers
years absence was John Young the 20s. Thursday mostly sunny son County voters, for the second
A.
!
J.
Warnalorf.
fully
spokesman
charming
for
selves antler the
these groups. Ratterroan will have class is held at Calloway High
time in as many years, Tuesday
Brown of Lexington. who . defeat- and warmer.
the City Businessmen and Tax- support from the Committee of School and
pianist's sensitive touch. •
is taught by !lamp
failed to support a hospital bond
ed Barney McKeehan, 10,382 to
payers League said. "The voters 500, the state administration and Brooks.
The various aspects of
Temperatures at 5 a.m. (EST). issue referendum
5.966
As a fitting tribute to Mr. Ter- in Newport have indicated by
1110NX CHEER—What Must
their Mty. Gen Robert F. Kennedy in farm management will he taught
major upset wa.s scored by Louisville 34, Lexington 30, Covhune's mastery, and in recogni- vote they want things to remain
be • wee Bronx cheer is
Unoffiaal tabulation showed 1.any efforts he makes as sheriff in the classes held each ThursP Dernocrai in normally Republi- ington 31, London 27, Paducah 33, 297
tion
of
an
extremely
difficult
given
as
to
they
are."
Edgar
Bergen In
"Yes- ballots were east as
to keep gambling and vice sup- day night.
evening
can Knox County as Mrs Frances Bowling Green 32 and Ilosakms- comaareel
well
handled,
his
stuHollywood
Warndorf
by
said,
"I guess the pressed Kennedy several limes has
his son Kris,
with 1280 "No" votes,
The committee selected Charles
dents rose in a standing • ovation I voters want reform,
Jones Mills of Gray, deseated in- ville 34.
born
In
October.
Edgar
hut not as expressed keen interest in the Outland as vice-president and Dan
but the referendum failed because
,cumbent Rep Bliford Clark of
.
as
he
Evansville, Ind., 95.
took
his
last
bow.
The
rewears
a
hat
much
from
as the other candidates said situation, and the indictments re- Shipleysaas secretary
the Charlpassage required a two • thirds
.. Other memBarbourville, 4,040 to 3.380.
cital was an outatanding musical they wanted."
Huntington, W. Va., 30.
lie McCarthy collection.
rreajonty.
turned at Lexington were announ- bers of the committee are Billy
event.
Ratterman apparently won about ced from his Washington office. Smith and Catrol
M. Rogers.

Rites For Mrs.
Onie Boyd Held

Liepublicans
Cheered In
State Victory

Major Compton
Camp Pendleton

At

•

Of
Russell Terhune Is
Higt,ly Acclaimed

-

Kentucky News
Briefs

liatterman Wins
In Newport Race

1Firemen Called
To.Parker
,Pap-Corn Here

Fulton Votes
To Purchase
KU Property

l

Weather
Report

Frank Hill Named
President Young
Farmer Class
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SAGE TWO

THE LEDGER & TIrIES —
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES

M.

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, La usr opinion, are not for the best interest of our readers.

lakers Mark Up
Win Over H'man

jimmy Wilson poured in 22
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WTI-54ER CO., 1509
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y.: Points last night at Clinton to
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
pace the Calloway County Lakers
Intend at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for trananuanun as to a 51-45 overturie victory over
surnrianigly
,:strong Hickman'
Secoad Class 1.4.ttar
County.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20, Per
The game was a chese contest
month 85e. In Cal:ovcay and adjounng counties, per year, $3.50; elsethroughout with a nip and tuck
where, $5.50.
struggle trom the opening whistle.
Both clube *ere hranna•red by beEDNI_>DAY — NOVENIIIER 8, oioi .
low par shooting in a razzle dazzle first half.
Wilson's steady performance,
that saw the 6-0 senior he 8 of 9
tree throws and sink staarti Awns
USSIA has scored :kg:on! tine of our "greatest". Western from the held. and. Den Curd's
scientists says-so! lie lives in Ottawa, Canada, and the As- 14 points gave Callossay a onestitiated. Press quotes him last Saturday as having released two punch That provided the win.
Hickman County triect to. freeze
'to an anxi•ius, fearful tvorld that medical scient7 out the Liken
the “ue_ws.
in the closing ministS in . Russia have ieytatiiped and, placed on the market an a:es ot tne final canto. The Falstill insttet• the sur- cone .garaed peseta-two or. the ball
With more than twu annute-s left
vival cif- Communts
'
in in case of a nucleap fission '.war.
to play in the affair deadlocked
Oldsters in America, and throug,liOut the world, will get at 43-43. -Plans for a lest
shot,
no more excited ever this startling. discovers'than th61 ,
‘• ere now-es er,_wore spoiled when the
Lakera tritereepteci the ball with
Over Sputnik Our. the P1it,,ses' m.
Rus4A's
periore
27 -seconds left on the clock.
educational system," nor picttires. of the- othef'side of the
imsni. but-in orbi they are in• the minority and there will
probably he an active •li-s7iiiid _ftir! these new pills,

'IT JUST HAD TO HAPPEN!

R

One reason sonic; folks won't. get eacited river pills:guaranteed to immunize one.dgainst the harmful en-eels oi fallout is because they remember getting stung on "Haliev's

•

A • last second Calloway field
ail 'attempt rimmed off to send
the battie. intu a. Three minute
overtime period. The Lakes broke
On top anicKla _inAkte_extra_
and out-scored their host 8-2 for
the 51-45 win.
The settre Was knotted 10-10 at
the first quarter stop. Calloway
led by hour. 26-22. at halftime
but the Falcons cut Me gap to
_two going into the final frame.
Gary Myers led Hickman's offensive attack with 18 points.
Preston Overstreet added 12.
Calloway
. Hiatt will be host to
Farmington Friday night as the
Laker: seek their thii•d win et the
yaung season.
CailoWd)
10 26 33 43 51
Hickman
lt) 22 33 43 45
Calloway (51)
Wilson 22, lobster 7, Curd 1-4,
B,igges. 7, Housden I.
Hickman (45)
Myers 18 Copeland. 7, Taylor 6,
Overstreet 12, Ward 2, Titswarth

o.

Murray Prepares For 'Western;
Hopes To End With .500 Mark

cornet pills.
..way! back in 190.
It would he hard for younger 1-Jk• to realize how e\cited
Murray State football coach Don team's performance over the last
people were in iotti when scientists told us Halley's(omut Shelton coed Murray's "inability two games. '
'We feel we've played better
was beaded straight towards the earth. It .%%
f,•i• .zu cern.- up wahlthe tug play in
crucial situations" as, the main football the past two weekends
them to track its
tirst.• -pith accuracy, they said, and it
zawaon fur has team's '
- 2718 loas! than we have all year, but still
could barely nits, the earth. hut- the COTTlieft; tail, WhICh Ava4 ill puwerlul-Middlie Tennessee last
we are losing." Shelton said. "It's
:•tilli•••••••••!
sera:
imtl•ttlls ss 111C11, %% ere posserful Sanirciay in the Racers' hoinecom-" just that the other team has been
, able -to score more points," he
enough to %t ire itit the litimaE- race, %vas - almost cere.ai I. ing game. •
At use Waffle tune. Shelton ac- added.
sweep acreosa eur land,
icntetvi.e..titect Middle Tvikiessee's
-We're not giving up by any
Tile possilalities etiered pill salesmen then can only be :twiny pt carinaoze on the import- -means," Shelton
continued, -and
compared with the excitement eerier, of critic-ill manufactur- arei plays AS araoher re...won fur now we hare to get ready Ira a
Murray's lobe. 'Surrey' nuw h
tough. Western team." The Racers
.iisruas axe gettnig.-today 4,Vri the preaent-alav crare Os
lust three straight - games and has meet Western Saturday afternoon•
huild fall-out -1-letters. The only •lifference is that We com- a 3-5 Overall record.
Sitelttan:slin Bowling Green in their final
puted prosperity thrn. in millions, whereas- we are suffering team stainis 1-3 iii OVC play.
' OVC engagement before closing
"For three quarters ac gave a out the season the Following
a "recession'
. now unless we can tap public treasuries for
tine eftort,'but 1 trunk Int. touch- '.weekend in a road game with
lellitins. How else !could leamst.ers. pipe-fitters and_ others.
aotan -priat put tatan ant4d caused iSautrieast Missouri.
increase peratmal inoeit fast enough to top the salary of !;',ur us 'its let (sown and led to our, Shelton puir•tect
out that WestSecretary of Defense? Or how, else could farmers hope to ge-i detest,- Sheath said in reference' ern has an aggressive teem with
I, Middle's toortn quarter TO! a let of spunk. "They like to hit
more
planting. less?
pees phay from Quarterback Terry people.- !he said.
we need a multialailion •Iollar community fall-out Bta-ffeY tc,.End- Get-ale
Dykes. That! Murray Iast three straight games
shelter building priignam t.. Iii'tireagainst another "reces- toucndown put Maicae in !runt ! last year during this same period
sion" such :is these ss e always get during Repairman ad- •20-18 alter Murray had led 18-14 of time and carried a 3-5 mark
into its la.st two ,ifasseic. WITIMMg
ministration, wiretber the occupant of the Whitdr noose going into Vie liaal quarter.
The Hems, tired up by a numb', lisst two fa( fit „SW seasoft
tb ht Herbert I foover or Intight
Eisenhower. coming throng of 8000, had jumper -.We're hoping we can salvage
1\C certainly prefer them to a "tsar to end wir." a "tsar
to ed into a 12-0 lead and ntld _the! that much this time," Shelton
upper nano,. 12-7, at halftime.' concluded.
.make the world safe for democracy,' or even a Korean
"puThen a 62-yard touchdown rffr.
llet ation.''
las Halfback Bill Jablowski
1:11/ if kussia really
I8-7 load bieltire
isn't tloir pruttl-peotive that .t to-minims slavery
taunted offense moved Into
heats Anteri-'
nigh gear. '
'tan
1 ir doe. it \\ hat it prose.
us is what we
Murray. threatened late in the
alreJ,1?•:: knew—that it pays to advertise.
.
game, moving to Middle's 9-yard
'1-1:e an-wer as to how private enterprise knew it When Anise, but c!alkin't move beyerid
it .„10, e al o oo, „j
tonal pills.
' in tot°.
cl the that point. Murray also threatened to scare two other times in
United States eost rnment is so slow in
rerogiliting it in
the first half but was at.
Is tit. cal,!..nrition as tio how a
gadless philoseph,y
ci m "must- sguatians.
sweepin
ii,,'.,- .h ..1 giving Christianita
pite the face that Murray
! the greatest Challenge it
is rekaang with three eonsecutive
ltessei. 1•91.i7:71.411.. 5 ad Tyra i•-••• rte. his

Ten Years Ago Today.
Laker mid Times File
•••
twenta -five pt.ruent of Callow
County.
So••••- - tar; 'I ..lit b•r 111r general tleCtittn
e•terday with
37,•47 Nr,•f•-ballots. The sating %sent almost
•' I
4 1 '!
ii•K- rat ic ca•ndidate,
'r',er 1.;i••••ed
;,‘ tit
;Mr 01 Mitt ray if Alt('
;
,•1160-(1
ti ,rtittitz. Ile
'1.• .11is
'Mrs. l't:irl (Olean: :'lfoie' '-,n,(.ratii•
,t
-;
-

1)1

i,c1.1 1, ,s
iip :di overwhelming
i..r 1::,11t:
o 01 I 0 1IIIIILL-,1411)Cr.
.N(Ith
Nlithilt•
ennessee
I as la I'll
111,,
attlr•lity
•••;..11111,1
#•
this' loss temperature

South Rallies To
Down Fancy Fat-nil
The South Marshall Rebels
lied in the final quarter last night!
Sm. down vrseang Fancy Farm .141
43
••
trailed at every nuarestop in :art. fargrng to the 1.7in !a.. final period The Her,
•raitect 0.• five mints. 22-27
halftrrnea-and Were still do
lair 32-36. at .the end of t..!
:name
•
Mike Mata hart 43. Tan
Mathis 12. and Bobby Henson 11
1r the vietarx Ed Elder led the
f;.erien Gi:phers with 15 points.
THANT'S ADVISORS-Following
South
his unanimous e!. • t ion a. Act:0 22 32 44
ing Secretary General of the
F. Farm
13 27 36 43
United Nations in New York,
South Marshall (411
Burmese Ambassador II'Thant
Mathe, 12, Henson II, Wa n;.ir
fonnounced the anpointmirint of
3. Sheppard-1. Miller 13, Trail •
two advisors. They were Dr,
Ralph Bunche (top), long a
Fancy Farm (43)
leading tiger. in U.N. affairs,
ti Willett 8. Dassett 7, Mills 9.1 and Georn P. Arkarlav (botTeen 4, Elder 15, C.
tom). Soviet representative.
_
-

„.1
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Mayfield High School Moves To 6th In Ratings
Dropping Male To 7th; Murray Hi Holds 841

LOUISVILLE. Ky. WM)
Tabulation of the ninth week's ballots
in the United Press Internatainal
Kentucky High School Football
By JOHN G. DIETRICH
and fifth.
ratings 1st place votes is parent nitre' Pre.....Inirresati
I
The only alteration in the lop
theses): •
LOUISVILLE, Ky. tiff% —RichTen positions, in tact, saw Magi
1. Li-nitro i Ile FI aget (Id) —186 mond Madison cut heavily into
• 2. Richmond Madison !(A)!,-175 Flaget's.lead in the UPI Kentucky field and Louisville Male swap
places, with the western Kentucky
3.Ft. Thomas Jiighlands (I) 160 High School Ratings' today as the
club, for no immediately apparent
4. Louisville Manual
next-'to-last
ballut of the season
115
reason, moving - up. to sixth and
5. Hazard
112 showed very little alteration in Male down to seventh.
the Top Ten
B. triailickl_
. -Paritietin -Tilghman arid
7. Louisville Male
Madison's triumph over Eliza70
Corbin again 'outdid out the Top
8. Murray
70 bethtown In the tleereation Bowl, Ten, although the'latter was some9. Paducah Tilghman
49 too late to show in last week's what deflated by a 6-0
upset
10. Curtain
22 ratings, was clearly reflected in the hands of rejuvenated
D.!
11. Danville, 15; J2. Newport this week's voting, along - with the
vine.
Public 6; 13. Fairdale-41; 14. Lynch' 40-0 score run up by the Purples
The - defeat had no bearing on
East Main 5; 15. Beltry 4; Hi. against Frankfort this last weekCorbin's district tale, a n d the
Owensburo and Henderson County tract.
Reahounds still battle Hazard for
stiei 2; 18. Louisville Trinity and
As a result Madison picked up
the Region IV Cling. AA title this
Madisonville (tie) 2; 20. Versail- three additional first - place votes
week.
les, Elizabethtown, fern Creek and for a total of five, and 19 more
Sntlbyville
total ballot points for a total of
Danville took over leadership
175 — within striking distance of of the Second Ten, however, as
Note: Where possible, ties are the l66 points accumulated by Elizabethtown tumbled tram-11th
broken in tator of the team re- Elaget.
to a tie for 2011; after as drubbing
ceiving the highest single-ballot,
The Braves, n-ho have held the from Madisun.
.
. _
5f-o: 1 spot Ant season, down
Another team hitting the late
Fern Creek. 29-14, in the Extx.siseason skids was Madisonville.
tion Bowl Saturday. '"•-•
TO HAVE 'MEETING
Fort Thomas Highlands. a 34--7 -The Mare'ins, knocked out
The Knit:sta r Junior High 4-H winner Ver Campbell County on Top Ten a a tek ago,, s-ere upset
Club will have a Meeting Thurs-!a muddy gridiron: retained its No.
day, November 9, at 8:05 a.m. at 13 spot, with Louisville Manual
:he school.
!i!,1 11 i/nr,i ;,Raiti ranking fourth
''

by Caldwell Ouunty, 25-13, in
spite of two touchdowns by Ow
scoring leader Dave Wells, and
slipped all the way to an lath
place tie.
Lynch East Main, after blanking Harlan, 41-0, mused pp, to
14th 5-put

STAL ZON

NUM

Your Postmaster says: ape
sure your Christmas car%
and packages arrive on time;
please shop and mail early.

MURRAY LOAN CO.

••

•

Del W. Mean Ill.
Telephone PL 114111111
"TOVR 1101111-•WIIRD L•All Ile."

Starks Hardware
Two Track Triple Tilt Aluminum Storm Window .. $11.00
WE OPEN EARLY

PL 3-1227

7:00 a.m.

WE CLOSE LATE

12th & Poplar

gip

5:30 p.m.

• CLIP THIS AD • CLIP THIS AD • CLIP THIS ADS

S CLIP THIS AD •

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc..
consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Timw., and The
Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
1942.

Kentucky High

MOVED FROM STRICKEN BELIZE-A native woman earrles her
baby and others stand in the midst of wreckage as they learn
that Belize, hurricane-destroyed capital of British Honduras..
would be moved inland 40 miles to higher and safer ground
near El Cayo. Meanwhile, the death toll of Hurricane Hattie ,
robe to nearly 250 and thc•usaixis of residents were evacuated. j

V

•

DR1aE IN THEATRE

TOMORROW

PRESENT TH1S AD .
FREE AFIARIISSION.!,
zLiaarimmi „. .,
SOLOMON

NIGHT!!

.

• CLIIC THIS AD,9,1i1 THIS AD • CLIP THIS AD

4

HOW ON
TO YOUR
HAT!
THESE CAR
BUYS ARE
1959 CADILLAC 4-•14,...r !Linkup. All po••er, al:
":1-;
net% tires, blue and -••hite. Cleat)
.t• a lilt% Murray car.

1955 BUICK sptc;a1. Double pirmer. A piiwder puff.
OLDSMOBILE Stiller 88 4-iloor. Double power ,
4

1955

lik, ti-is.

1959 RENAULT •-•1••••r Sedan. Ne_w rebuilt ',tutor,
(lean, roth I.•!
1958

OLDSMOBILE

SK

1955 PLYMOUTH. Rongli.
1955 OLDSMOBILE Super Kg 4-floor, ! Nice.
1954 PONTIAC 2-do•pr Sedan. Fair.

Dintble ismer,

• i,

1958 FORD \

1956 CADILLAC 6.: Scilan.
.
1956

.

FORD 2 - (10,,r

CR,LDSMOBILE ,
tiler 814".:-dr. Hardtop... Black
a brier.

PONTIAC 1 - •

1955 PONTIAC
1955

1953 OLDSMOBILE ()8 4-doOr. Sharp a. a
brier.
1953 OLDSMOBILE Super .4-door.
Clean as- a pit,

- S. Automatic transtni..si.iii,

.1;1(1 Cit'all as

1955

iHmen, air condi-

new
e.
.

1(
1956

1954 PONTIAC haltittr IlardOai. (lean,
1954 PONTIAC 1-(1••••r. Standard transmission,
•••-rullattled motor. (IvaU.

Automatic tran,ini•,it•ii. Nice.

1953

PLYMOUTH, Rough.

1952

OLDSMOBILE Siiper-.
88

1952 FORD
Brown affil white. tIC

Hardtop. Sharp.

(teal!.

OLDSMOBILE OM 4-door, Only
599.9.5.
1950 CHRYSLER 4-door.
1950

Ii.

PONTIAC, Fair.

$1./9•95.

COMPLETE BlIDY SHOP

Pit 11.411. IIMITED SUPPIA Of
1%2 GAIJILLALS - 01.11SMORDIS - PONTIUS - TIAITSTS ANII I 83'S

For All Makes of Can
• BODY WORK
• PAINTING
• REPAIRS

DUBLIN AUTOS INC.

A

1..

MILK IADMACTIVITY TESTER-This I. the low-level radioactivity detection a)'st•m used by the
Food & Dreg
Administration In It cities to test for Strontium 90 icomplibleats of ithrushchevi In Milk. It can detect to within one
Micro micro curie per liter of milk or water. Milk Is boned
down to a slag or scum and this is inserted on a slide Into
cc,t,
.
• .• at Irft. The d !- tector is made
by Sharp Laboratories In LA Jolla, Calf.

CHIROPRACTIC CARE AVAILABLE
WIE I -IOUT CHARGE .
FOR NEEDY CHILDREN
Tues. and Fri. - 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES
1406 W. Main St.

Miirray,

HOWARD OAKLEY, D.C.
.\ 1 •1: ill Ill-Ill

.mt•io;

-

A. C. SANDERS

Or

•••

•
I p6

I

see

Phone

aza 3-5315

'.5

753-1905

•

1

Kentucky

/3

VERBLE TAYLOR

•
C

•

•
•••

•••••...

•
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•
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NAL FARMERS MAKE IMPROVEMENTS

County, 23-13, in
,ouchdowns by Otte
r Dave Wells, and
le way to an lath
Main, after blank11-0, moved pp to

PAGr-4"1-1Rr.r.!

Our Soil
Our Strength

FARM BUREAU]

Weekly TVA Newsletter

Washington Office
weird- Building - Washington, D. C.

John D. Jones Constructs Pond
And Uses Dirt To Fill Low Area

ed to commercial and irjdustrial
-1 periverebills. Monticello- is one of
several cities TVA was speciecallPauthorized to serve under the
05
By VICTOR VAUGHT
By ROBERT BROWN
An average of 2.1 inches of 1959 bond financing legislation.
should he kept in the planting
his farm. The farm is operated by Was visited recently to make a
Soil Scientist
Tennessee
Valley
program.
rain fell in the
his son Charles Causey.
Soil Conservationist
! survey for a pond. Much df the
A real efforte.should be made
in October. TVA reported today,
(NOTES OF INTEREST TO
irteeently a tree planting review
soil on the Netiney farm &tinderJohn
Ponds
D.
Jones,
been
have
completed
on
the
Penny
recmaking it the 26th driest October SPORTS ED1TORS)-TVA
Itissilty
isnas
4
was conducted in the county to to accelerate the paesent planting
1
laid with gravel which often leads
biolo- road, has made a valuable
imin 72 years. Normal for the month gists said today that "highly
study several pine plantation sites. program. The buying this )ear of
to leaky ponds. Soils information
sat- provement on his farm. He
has
•
is 2.6 inches.
The sites which were studied were pulpwood by The Tennessee Pulp CONVENTION IS
isfactory yields of adult game
supplied by the Soil Conservation
censtructed a pond and used the
The driest October of record for bete' for e the 4.962 season
eighteen to twenty four year old and Paper Company made it ap- ONLY A BEGINNING
Service is helpful in determining
in
dirt moved out of the pond to
the
Valley
whole
as
a
came
plantings, located in several areas parent that the planting of pine
in
By LARRY MAY
Wheeler Lake in north Alabama
- which soil will be most likely to
of the county, which are repre- is a very good investment for
1892 when an average of only are indicated. Fish population fill a large galley immediately
hold water.
below the pond. The filled area
Charlie Wallace, Farm Bureau's one-third inch (.34) !fell. How- sarhples
sentative of the major soils of owners of idle land.
taken this year show a will
be seeded to rye to prevent
In the past there has been some voluble director of home discus- ever, in the area east of Chatthis area.
1
SCS geologists have completed
scarcity of shad, and this togediscussions favoring wider spacing sion groups, passes on an in- tanooga a fall of 0.17 ince was
eel losses this winter. Fescue will
!
drilling
on dam site No. 10 near
Aber
with
lowered
waterelevels be used as the permanent
The group consisted of mem- in pine plantations. The present teresting comment from a discusgrass.
recorded in October 1904, and in foretell a good fishing year.
Sinking Springs. The soil investibers of the Tennessee Pulp and 6 x 6 or 6 x 7 foot sparing seems sion on a recent topic called "Our
the area west of Chattanooga a
Population. samples taken on
SeveraL acres of gullied, idle
Vier Co., T. V. A. Forester, Ex- sufficient for an early pulerwocl Farm Boys and Girls."
gations are made! to determine
scant 6.65 inch in October 1924. Douglas Lake show abundant
bass, land that Jones worked on earlier
tension forester; Woodland Con- thining.
suitability of eel material for
"We give our- chili:teen cars inHeaviest fang were recorded at eauger, crappie, and
sunfish in this year is showing the result
servationist, and soil Scientist of
In some of the sites visited, stead of entertaining t -h e m at
construction of a floodwater reCherokee Dam with 3.61 inches, catchable sizes. Blue catlis
the Soil Conservation Service.
-h are of careful planning and carrying
considerable growth of hardwood home," reported one group. .
Nelichucky Dam with 3.55 inches, present in good numbers.
tarding dam.
eut of the plans. A good stand
understory was present. Due to
One couple recently- invited a and South Holston Dam with 3.52
Several soil types were visited the hazards
of fescue and iodine clover covers
involved, grazing of group of teenagers in to discuss
There
has
been an increase in several
and each site showed a history of
acres that were covered
livestock is not recommended to the idea of whether teenagers inches. !Lowest readings were the
popularity of duck hunting in
plowing. It appeared that within control
taken at Kentucky Dam 1.05
with broornsedge, bushes, anceetethis problem.
wane
recreation
home.
T
at
h e inches, and Chickamauga Dam Tennessee and Alabama. In the
each soil type if as much as tiao
lies this time last year. Yandal
The best known solution to con- young people
indicated that they 1.23 inches.
mid-thirties, stamp holders for the
feet of soil remains above the pan trol the
Wrather, of the Soil Conservation
undesirable growth is miss this part of social
life_
two states totaled between six
or some other inhibiting layer, closer
Runoff
also
below
was
normal
Service, assisted Jones in planspacing. This would inand
the development was about the volve
seven
thousand.
By
the
1956-57
for
month.
At Chattanooga
higher plantmg rests and at
ning. his conservation program.
'one regardless of the degree of least
County delegates to the Ken- it measured 0.54 inch, compared there were 63,000. Last year. deone non conunereeal thinThe ASC office has assisted in
convention
tucky
Bureau
Farm
^eon.
in
spite
the
fact
it
was not a good cost-sharing on
with a normal of 0.74-for that loning.
part of the work.
Lexington November 12-15 epee cation: At Kentucky Dam it mee- duck year, the total was more
The spine Species observed
H. T. Waldrop
a big job in front of them. But sured 0.31 inch, while normal than 36,000. TVA said that this
H. T. Waldrop has completed
were lobloly, shortleaf, pitch and
the representatives from the coun- there is 0.52 inch.
year's prospects for ducks are 1500 feet of diversion -channel on
ently
B. C.' Swann, west of
by
Virginia. It was the opinion of
ties which have home discussion
Runoff at Chattanooga for the poor because of a severe drought his farm on the Hazel highway. Murray. Jim Johnson near Friendthe group that pitch and virginia
groups should have an easier job, tee months' January-October has in the breeding area, but goose The diversions will keep water
ship church, Leon Grogan, New
have little place in the planting
if they have followed the prob- reached 20.19 inches, or 1.81 in population will be the highest in that drains off hilts from damagHope. and Cecil Thurman, south
program and loblolly was definitesuggestions
lems,
that
and
ideas
ten
years
ing
along
the
bottom
(Continued
the
land.
from
A yield of of Stella.
Mississippi
ches above normal of 18.38 for
Page 11
ly superior to shortleaf.
have come from these groups. The that period. At Kentucky Dam flyway.
about 5000 let. of shelled popcorn
today with burns suffered TuesB. C. Tucker, contracting ofThe review showed that stands
per acre on 28 acres was made
day when her dress caught fire discussiens should help the dele- the cumulative total thus far IS
of about twenty three years, the
on this farm this year. While this ficer for the West Fork watershed
at her home. Police said the gates to more representatively cast 19.35 inches, aLeo above the norScientific Pest Control
*lolly has a ten to twelve foot
may not be a record yield, it does tells me satisfactory bids were
aged woman stepped toe near their vote for or against state' mal of 17.53 inches.
All work and service perresolutions on subjects not voted
height advantage and definite largellkicate the productivity of the received on building dam No. 20
an open floor heater.
formed by TERMINIX
er trunks, but still the shortleaf
on at the annual county Farm
land and it is this kind of land and the contractor will be inDr. Gerald G. Williams has been
CO.
structed
to
begin
that
work
RICHMOND, Ky. (UP1) - The Bureau meeting.
is
in
near
the
well
worth
conserving.
appointed Director of TVA's DiWhile meeting with a home dis- vision of Agricultural Relations,
643 B'way, Paducah, Ky.
future if weather permits. Bids
Housing and Home Finance AgenFederal State Market cy. Atlanta,
C. C. Causey, has completed are also being received by the For information
has approved a $3.3 cussion group, a Farm Bureau succeeding Dr. Leland G. Allonly: call
Federal - State Market News 1800 feet of drainage on his farm contracting officer for planting
million loan to construct t w o member has a wonderful oppor- eieuge. who has retired after headNews Service
Service, Wednesday, November 8. near New Providence. Causer lives trees on severely gullieci areas in
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
dormitories and eight apartment tunity to serve himself and his ing the division for nine years.
Kentucky Purchase - Area Hog and works in Granite City, 10., this watershed.
Ph. PL 3-3161
MURRAY, Ky., Tuesday, Nov. units for faculty housing at East- community. It gives him a voice
As head of the division, Dr.
G„A. Nariney, near Elm Grove,
ern Kentucky State College. Pres- -an extra voice-in Farm Bureau William; is responsible to the Market Report including 9 buying but is intereseed in improving
7, 1961. Murray Livestock Co.
RECEIPTS: Hogs. 54; Cattle and ident Robert R. Martin announced activities. Every member should Manager of Agricultural and stations. Receipts Tuesday totaled
Tuesday the regional director of be a real voice in helping to Chemical Devekeiment for devel- 293 head. Today barrows and gilts
olives, 735; Sheep 13.
25c to 50c higher. Mixed U.S.•No.
HOGS: Receipts mostly mixed the Commuiety Facilities Admini- establish .'policy at the county opment for developing and adgrade butchers. Steady. U S. No. streti‘m anneueced approval of the level. He thould speak up at coun- minietering plans and mojects for 1. 2 and 3 barrows and gilts 190240 lbs. 816.00-16.25;•245-270 lbs.
ty meetings and at home discusI. 2 and 3 barrows and gilts 218 loan.
the es iluation of new TVA fer815.00-16.00: 275-300 lbs. $14.25sion meetings if he has opportunlb $16.00; 265 lb. $15.25; 145. lb.
tilizers, their introduction to far15.25; 150-185 lbs. 814.00-16.00.
ity to participate at the com- ;sees,
$13.25; No. 2 and 3 sows 300-635
and their effective use No.
2 and 3 Rows 30-600 lbs.
munity level.
lb. $13.25-14.00.
through iut the Nation. He also
$12.25 - 15.00. Boers all weights
Of course, at the state and na- will recommend objectives
CATTLE and CALVES: Receipts
and
S9.00-11.00.
tional Farm Bureau meetings. he
mostly stock steers and heifers
programs for activities related to
has to delegate that responsibility
and cows. Stock steers mostly
the management and use of agrito his representative. If he clearly
ISc - $1.00 nigher. Stock heifers
cultural resources.
expreseaes himself, his wishes are
feeder steers fully steady.
Dr. Williams joined the TVA
likely
more
become
much
to
the
ws meetly 25c higher. Other
staff last February as assistant
policy
of
Bureau.
Farm
&asses steady. Good and Clioice
director of the division. Prior to
But for Farm Bureau to be an
100-700 lb. mixed slaughter yearthat he had been soil scientist
effective
orgarezation:
memeach
lings $20.25
22
;75; Good and
with She Agricultural Research
ber must be ready and willing to
Choice 300-500 lb. slaughter calves
Sereice, in charge of the Seithern
see that the policies are carried
824.00-24.75; Utility and ComPiedmont Experiment Stet io n.
out by his representatives to Conmercial cows 81300-1540; CanWatkinsville, Ga., since 1957.
gress and the General Assembly.
re•r and Cutter $8.10-14.10; Utility
He is a native of Texas and
Viewed
in
light,
that
the
policy
;ind Commercial bulk $17.00-17.60;
eerved with the Navy in the South
adopted
Lexington
at
is
a
only
Few heed Choice 300-350 lb. stock
Pacific during World War II.
beginning.
,teers 828.00-30.00; Choice 300-600
6. 824.00-27.00; Good 823.00-25 50;
The Monticello (Ky.) Electric
FIVE DAY FORECAST
Mednum 820.00-23.50; Good and
Plant Board hae announced it will
Choice 300-800 lb. stock heifers
remove arretrUzation and surBy United Press International
$20.20-24.00. Medium $18.50-21 60;
charges from electric bills effecLOUISVILLE.
Ky.
lin
The
Good and Choice 600-800 lb stock
advanced weather forecast for tive Nov. 10-the first anniversary
feeder steers $21.75-23.90; Medium
Kentucky Thursday through Moe- of the Beard's distribution of TVA
819.75 - 21.75; Good and Choice
day, prepared by the U. S. De- poWer. Consumers will save an
800-1100 lb feeder steers $20.50RETREATS TO ATTACK-Maj.
psrtrnent of Commerce Weather estimated $19,400 next year, an
CANCER 11REA1C-Dr. L S.
2220; Medium $18.50-20.00; CornGen. Edwin A. Walker
average of 15 percent. The amorBureau.
Ravdin of the University of
men (all A-eights) 816.00-20.10;
(above), the 30-year officer
Temperatures will average from tization charge was one cent per
Pennsylvania tells the Nawho was relieved of comMedium and Good stock cows
three to eight degrees below sea- kilowatt-hour on residential, comtional Cancer Conference on
mand of the 24th Division in
yeti calves; 8130.00 - 207.50 per
sonal normals. Kentucky mean is mercial and industrial power bills.
experimental clinical cancer
Europe on charge of attempt1111•2(1. Medium to Choice 600-1000
Maximum was $1 a month and
chemotherapy tn Waahing48 degrees.
ing to influence his troops
lb stock cows $13.50-19.50.
ton that a major breakLouisville extremes are 57 and minimum 25 cents. The surcharge
politically, said he was rewas an additional In percent addthrough In cancer treatment
BABY CALVES: About 10 head
38.
signing from the U.S. Army
$4.00-17.00 per head depending on
will be achieved within the
because "I must be free
coming year. lie said real
weight and sex.
from the power of little men
progress has been made in
VEALERS: Mostly $1.00 higher.
who, In the name of my
WILBUR AND WOOFER
the past two years, and efChoice $29.75-31 75; Good $26.00country, punish loyal servfective chemical agents al29.00; standard $21.00-26.75.
Ire to R." He said he would
ready have been found for
SHEEP: Utility to Good 55-90
attack Communist Influences
treatment
of
special
typos.
lb slaughter lambs 88.25-11.50.
from civilian ranks.

1
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Christmas car s
arri‘e on time;
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Office Supply Deprtment

Finance Your Fall Seeding
With A PCA Planned Loan

Z3/4
* MORE

Af/LK

Saaftwat.

9•95.

* MORE
Caktuot

*
MOREMORE
Rodoc.,
Fall seeding time is here again. Seed, fertilizer, fuel
and labor are very expensive.
Farmers who are able to pay cash for these items
Jsually save money. We ask you to think of PCA
for your source of money.
You save many ways with a PCA Loan. You save by
)aying cash for production Items. PCA Interest Is
charged only for the actual number of days you use
the money. Don't fret over finances. See us today
St POA.

,315
JACKSON

PURCHASE

PRODUCTION

CREDIT

ASSOCIATION

KEYS
307 North 4th St.

KEEL
Murray, Ky.

Reserve

* AND TASTES BETTER

_

Unlike vviibur and Woofer. the Air Force Reserve Is already
in the lineup. Today, the Air Force Reserve is part of a "force
in being." not the traditional reserve force, slowly mobilized
in an emergency. This is instant Air Force - ready now for
any emergency.
If you're an Air Force veteran, you may have serviceacquired skids that will earn you pay and promotion while you
serve iii Air Force blue. Best of all, you'll experience the satisfaction of using your spec:al skills, and the additional satisfaction of community recognition for doing an important Job.
Join with the active Americans who serve in the Air Force
Reserve. Your local unit will welcome your calling *ore
ire armatem.
AIR FORCE RESERVE

GRADE

HO

A

PASTEURIZED

MOGENIZED

"
fly
klUilkess•,
ANY
"/14INTues
ky -

E

MORE

Uitai

TOO!

AT NO EXTRA COST

Ryan Milk Co.
Murray, Kentucky
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Potluck Supper h
Held At Home Of
Mrs. E. C. Jones

Vommit-

WEDNESDAY — NOVEMBIr 8, 196(

Town and Country
Homemakers Meet

Dexter Homemakers Cora Graves circle
Hold Regular Meet Hears Program By
Tiw Dexter Homemakers Club Mrs. Mckensie .

Initiation Held At
Regular Meeting Of
Temple Hill OES

Mrs. Sen Trevattuin opened her
Temple Hill Chaplet No. 811
met on Thursday, November 2,
tines. on South OW Street for the
The Gulden Caret
iIda
Graves
The
Circle
Cora
of
the
Order of the Eastern She held
School Claes of the First Septet at 'ten o'clix-k In the morning in Woman's Association tif the Col- meeting of the Town and Countey
Its regular meeting at the Lod&
Church held a potluck Aapper us the Dexter Community Building lege Preebyterian Chertte met in Homemakers Club held on Thursday evenmg, November 2, at 730 Hall on Thursday everang, Nothe home of the teacher, Mrs. E. with ten members present.
vember 2, at seven o'clock.
Mrs. Damoh Mathis, president, the home of Mrs. Paul Lynn on o'clock.
C. Jones, on Soutla leth Street on
Ryan Avenue an Monday evenMrs Ruby Gregan, worthy maMonday evenuig at 6:30 o'clock. coiled the meeting to order. The ing at eight o'clock.
The informative leeon on "So- tron, and Hollie Alderdice, worthy
Mat. Castle Parker was the devotion was given by Mrs. Grace
Mrs, Henry McKenzie present- cial Security" was presented by patron, presided at the meeting.
guest devotional speaker end also Curd and prayer was led by him
the program for the evening. Mrs. A. G. Wilson, Pamphlet
An initiation was field with
,Haley.
Niece
installed tifrie officers for the new
She tokiaof the life .of Nercissa,_ were gieenne_ eaich one aireeent the degrees ul the order being
lestion
class lust' -recently - Organized. Whitman, wife of Marcus Whit- concerning the lessen.
conferred upon Mr. and Mrs. Leon
The officers are Mrs. John Irby, dal Security" was given by Mrs. man who was an American pioDuncan. The impressive elalig,apresident, Mrs. Hugh Eddie Wil- Haley and Mts. Damon Mattes. neer, donee, and missionary aMrs. Allen Russell, president,
tion was given by Mr. Alderdice.
eh wail have a ,conerogational
Wednesday, November eth
The next meeting will be held
son, vice-president,; Miss Lucy
gave
and
meeting
at
the
presided
mong the keliene in the Pacific
Murray Grove 126 of the SuVisitors included W. D.
The Harris Grove Homemakers business meeting at the church at Ann
Forest, eecretary-treasurer; December 7 in the home of Mrs. Northwest.
the throughtt for the month.
preme Forest Woocinien Circle Club will meet at one-thirty o'- 7:39 p.m.
worthy patron of Cuba diet*
Lois
Reeves.
Mrs.
Jerry Wilson, devotion; Mrs.
•• ••
The Bible study from the Goswill be hint Thursday evening clock in the home of Mrs. Charles
The hostesses, Mrs. Trevathan Mrs. W. D. Morris, Mrs. Burman
Bob Ward, publicity; Mrs. Gene
pel of John was given by Mrs. and Mrs. Jamie Rogers, served Parker, Mrs. Anderson, and Rev.
to the West Kentucky Fall Con- B. Stark_
Thursday, November 1
Cathey, Mrs. Tommy Alexander,
Charles Obert. Mrs. Robert Juries, refreshments to the members and am! Mrs. A. G. Ohiklers.
•• a •
vention, which meets at 6:30 at
The Dorothy Circle of the WMS and Mrs.
R. H. Pruitt, group
chairman, presided.
the Murray WOlban'S Club House
Refreshments were served folT h e Pottstown Homemakers of the First Baptist Churda will Ca—.
three guests, Mrs. Dow, Mrs. HarDuring the social hour Mrs. old Beaman, and Mrs. Barletta lowing the elute of the chapter by
fie a dinner meetIng'finllowed, by Club will meet with Mrs. Lucy meet at the home of Mrs. A. W.
Mrs. lrby presided over a short
Lynn served refreshments to the Wna their.
a program and ritualistic work.
Alderdfce at }WC cabin on Ken- Russell at 9.30 a.m.
the committee, Mrs. Beurievan
business session.
members and two guests, Mrs.
• •••
Whither and Mrs. Lucy Akierdleis.
tucky Lake al-441 am.
A
delicious
potluck
Mrs. Frances DcNarne, Cadiz,
supper was
••••
Barbara Harvel and Mrs. James
An arrangement of fall flowers
.1 The
Homemakers
Suburban
The
Kathleen
Jones
Circle
of
be guest for the program meetserved to Mrs. Bobby Joe Wade,
natter:me representative and state
The Weeleyen Circle of the 'Club will meet at the home of
was used as decorations for the
the Woman's Mtssionau-y Society Fee.
ig.
•••
I int presidere, will preside dur- WSCS of the First. Methodist Mrs. Alvin McClain, Surmy Iseet Mrs. Will D. Thurston, and these of the Fast Baptist Church
table.
met
Listed above.
ing the ritualistic sessette Mrs.
• • ••
anureh will meet at the soCial Delve, aa 7 p.m.
in the home of Miss Ruth HousPresenting the program were
Geisha
Murray, natiunal WI at
••
•
7:30 p.m.
NEW YORK QM — Corn bread
ton on bloricley at 5:30 p.9,,
Mrs. James Futrela, Mrs. Wayne
cocrunitteeeeman, will be toast•• S •
Mrs. Luther Dunn, mission study
Darnell, Mrs. Jamie Lee Darnell, gets appetite attention with a
mIstrina at the dinner.
Murray Grove 128 will be lute
The Arts and Crafts Club will
chairman, presented the study of
Mrs. Carl Cowie and Mrs. Jim nippy melted cheese topping.
erases he the West Kentucky Fall
When the tweed cools, cut xi
the foreign mtneart book, "Hands
Burkeen.
Other state and rtadNial offic- 'meet at the home of Mrs. LawConvention or the Supreme Forest
ars setwookaa to partm,Ipate
renee Jacobs at 2:30 p.m.
fourths. Split each piece horliontThe Woman's Society of ChrisAcross the Sea" by Goerner.
Woodmen Circle atstise WOM/1A .3
aflow
• •••
Great
Thou
Art"
was
the
The chat:Inman. Mrs. Myrtle Wall, tian Service of the Temple Hill
ally and place on cuoky sheet.
elude Mrs Wall Meitigin. MurThe Murray Toastmistress Club Club House at 6:30 pan.
Chch
Church met at the song sung by Mrs. Joe Welker Spread with 1 1,2 cups of grated
Methoee
d
presided at the meeting.
ray. national
ttee women;
S •••
and
Galloway.
Mies
Donna
Mrs. sharp cheese blended with 3- teaEach one larougtit a eick lunch church on Sunday evening at
Mrs. Betalan Ann Jewell, Fulton, will meet for dinner and the first
The Kirksey Elementary School
Mrs. George Ligon was hostess
and the hostess served dessert, seven o'clock with the vice-pre- Alvin Hale lid the closing pray- spoons Worcestershire sauce,
nattonal representative: Mrs. Fran- lessat in parliamentary procedure
PTA will have its annual "Back for the meeting of the Annie
teaspoon of onion powder and 2
coffee, and relishes. Nine mem- seient, Mrs. Wayne Darnell, pre- er,
ces Snider, Paducah, state presi- . at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Womto &Wool" night at the school at Armstrong Circle of the Woman's
tablespoons of milk. Sprinkle
bers and two visitors, Mrs. Meets siding at the meeting.
dent. Berney Riley. Princeton, an's Clubhouse, Reservations Must
7 p.m. All parents are urged to Mieratenry Society of the First
spcial hour was held follow- paprika, toast in hot oven
Morris and Mrs. George Upchurch,
Eight members of the Color
state manager. Mrs Nola Molten- he made -with- the heatless: Mee
attend.
Baptet Meech: held on Monday were
spec- trig the meeting.
wore
WSCS
Crround
Camp
inesent.
cheese melts.
berry. Howling Green, state past Allen Russell; PI 3-2832. by Mon••••
evening at 730 o'clock at her
presideir., Mrs. Loretta Jobe. state day evening. November 6.
The
WSCS
of
the
home
on
Woodlavrn.
First
MethoThe College Presbyterian Churtreasurer. and president of the
dist Ghtsrett wi.1.1 have a mission
local grove; Mrs. Mary Pierce,
The program leader was Mrs.
study -The Church For New
Bowling Green state secretary; Western part of Kentucky are exTimes" at the social hall at 9:30 Earl Tucker. "The Eyes of the
Mrs. Bernice Hale, an•dieonville, pected to attend.
a.m. with Mrs. Robert Baar in World" was the theme of the proMurray Junior Miss drill team charge.
state vice president.
The nursery will be open. gram which was presented by
will officiate in tee ritualistic
each person representing a student
•• •
Several distract officers over the wart.
The South Murray Hemernakers from a foreign country telling
Club well meet at the home of what the person thought of AmerMrs. Davy Hopkins at 1:30 p.m.
•• ••
Those taking part were Me.
The Woman's Missrersary Soci- Legon, Mrs Paul Lyons, Mrs.
1141d for roqdggri? Haw eyte heart's device (within
ety of the Flint Baptist Church Evon Kelly, Mrs. Charles Hale,
will hold its regular meeting at Mrs. Lloyd Rom,
weir budget) with SAGA ...itraight lions the intim.
Mrs. Robert
the church at 7 pm.
ential pages of re__ tuber's liousz &mar U'I.:1„ House
Scott, and Mrs. Edgar Shirley.
•• • •
GARDEN and LIVING Foe Yoteto Hottneutzse
Mrs. Hale, chairman. presided.
Friday, Nov•mber 10th
SAGA . America's must popular contemporary
The North Murray Homenuaters The closing prayer was by Mrs.
furniture grouping ... is rightfully appreciated
Club will meet at the home of Sturley.
for its vigorous design and striking
Mrs. Greens Wilson at 1.30 p.m.
Refreshments were served by
You saw it in House Beauti- Truly a fresh twist to the Scandinavian story...and
•O
••••
ful. Houma & Garden &ad Livits subtle beauty at Crass
all
yours,
in
The WSCS of the First Methe- Mrs Ligon. Eight members and
ing for Yoling HomemakAce
dist Churce well have a zruon one guest, Mrs. W. J. Pernart were
OtaLY ruL aouK a Lau....Nsivx wax SAGA!
October Issues
study at the social hall at 930 present.
a m.
••••

Mrs,J. B. Biarkeen — PLaza 34947

West Kentucky Fall

Social Calendar

--er,wr,enrtofl--roT Re
Held On Thursday

Book Study Held By
Kathleen Jones
Circle On Monday

Temple Hill WSCS
Hosts TO.Cole's
Camp Ground Group

Mrs. George Ligon
Hostess For Annie
Armstrong Circle

**I
Only the look is expensive

LAST
3 DAYS

bv Broyhill Prcmiet

,

To celebrate
its 130th year
as America's
Leading Silversmiths

Saturday, November 11
The Captain
Wendell Oury
Chapter of the D A R. will meet
at 0100112 at the Murray Woman's
Club Bette. ?demotes are asked
Mes. John D Grogan is recupto plate note mange in time and erating at her home after having
under/rine sta-gery at a Padueath
•• ••
hospital last week.
•• • •
Wednesday. November II
The Ruin Wilson Circle of
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Waters
of the First • Metnoctist and boy. from Pontiac.
are
Church will meet al the home of vesting his parents. Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. B. H. Bonds, 1101 Olive, at Neva Waters on Poplar street.,
• • • •
7.30 pm with Mrs. Bill Redick
as °hostess.
Mr and Mrs. William H. Claxton and daughter, Cathy, and MON
Monday. November 13
Ann Claxton, all of Lianetville,
The Bethany Sunday School spent the weekend with their moClass of the First Baptist Church ther, Mrs. Inez Claxton.
••••
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Rudolph Thurman at 7 p.m. with
VI ill% Betty Hart who is attendGroup III •In charge.
ing the schottl of pharmacy at the
••••
University of Tennessee, Memphis,
The Euzelian Sunday - -Seethe! spent the we bend with her parClaw of the First Baptist Church ents, Mr and Mrs. Dan Hart.
will meet with Mrs. Ivan Ru- Other meets in the Hart home
dolph. 1662 Ryan, at 7:30 pm. were Misses Judy Buterbaugh,
SI rs Rtactilph'a g 'up opmpused Milne 131altz, Lerida 'Hale, and Anof Meadames Gus Robertson, Sr, na Jean Robert:arm, students at
Jack Kennedy, Robert Vaughn, the Uruversitty with Miss Hart.
••••
0. T. Paschen, M. 0. Page, Connie Armstrong. and Lamar FarMiss Mary Anna Wallace of
mer will be in charge.
Memphe. Tenn., spent the week•• • •
end wish parents, Dr. and Mrs.
The Sigma Department of the A. D. Wallace and daughter, CeMurray Woman's Club will meet calm.
• •••
at the ciub htesse at 7:30 pm.
Hostesses will be Mesdames A.
Mr. and Met Gerald Cooper of
G. Wilson, lumen Boone, Castle Murray Route One announce the
Parker, Allen Rose, and flabm birth of a daughter. Tanya Lynne,
Jamas.
weighing 8 lbs. 1 oz., born on
• •a •
Friday, November 3, at the MurTuesday, November 14
ray Hospital. They have ene other
Murray Star chapter No. 433 •
Gregory Dan, tan year,.
Order af the Eastern Star tail/ old The maternai grandparents
hold its regular meting at the are Mr. atet Mrs. Floyd Taylor
Masonic Hat! at 7:30 pin.
aria' the liaterreal idrarrdparevitt
•. • •
are Mr. and Mrs. Beckeam CoFriday. November 17
oper, all of Merray Route Faur.
• • ••
The Magazine Club will meet
eath Mrs. Hugh McEirath at 2:30
Bobby Werkman of Senttaburg.
a m -Trees and Flowers of the Ind_, spent the weekend with ha
Bible" will be the eubject of the parents. Mr. and Mrs..141n Workprearam to be given by Mrs. ./. 1. man, and attending the teem-comFiiisick. Members please note ing activities at Murray State
eteinge of weekday avid the date. College.
••••
• • ••
Wednesday. November 15
Mr. and IVIT7. Barnes Burkeen
Tne Ladies Day leincheon pill and children. Dennis and Patsy,
tie served at norm at the lnilloway spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
County Country Club with Mrs. Roy F Cretrer and daughter.
L,c1 West as chairman of tee hes- Debra and Donna, of Bawling
• co min ert ee. -For bridge ne er- Green. Met Barnes Burkeen re%%items call Mrs. Din Robinson in:reread ter a longer visit with her
or 'Mr, Matt Sparkman.
'daughter and family.

PERSONALS

GORHAM
offers

SPECIAL
SAVINGS

wiscs

."8"

on all Serving and
Accessory Pieces in
all regular Gorham
Sterling designs
Through November 77th Only'
Whether you Own
Gorham Sterling
Or not
don't miss this
'nese; before"
opportunity
to add these
important piece*
to your table
at wonderful ,
sat ings'
This offer is
perfectly timed
to solve
holiday gift
problems. too!
Don't delay —
come in today!

•
•6'

atilo

Only a few of the
many asallable pieces
are illustrated.

P,..sa tow,,elp
Iortionoll

the

3

Mich,

•••

...comfort...Inipertant &errs in any room,
majesty...harmony.
bat especially in your own private world. Luxurious. Comfortable. Truly,a
dream in mellow walnut. Dream on...fur the price is kind with SAGA.
night stand,
i-threwer cheni.f

double Amor, mime.,
nasal bed.
as 811 wall mart
eel 4

tripir dreamer.

•

This handsome HOUSE
BEAUTIFUL CLASSIC sowing cart to be given away
FREE by BROYHILL

e
SAGA lends feeling arightdining bermes an occasion
eras and gaiety Si every gathering. If you could never buy anbther
sruNistS Mom Suite, you could be di:inked with Seek—indefinitely.
Selectee! by House EleAtITIItell
editors for its versatility, geed
books, quality, and value at
is price ...this hostess cart
can be yours! Runnier today
also pea sp,free lichargr,
Mein lk CARDIN tilt slud far
Pa Kew Dereffertime
NO PURCRA.a. NeCeaniARY1

eateries tab$e.
befeto

erre telisin
side chair.

mem divider top,
rear *wider bre,

•

e.eed eItteNINIO

gdr~1

CRASS FURNiTCiii

it's Not To Late To Install Natural Gas Heating
Natural.,Gas will heat your hdme ECONOMICALLY this winter. Call your favorite licensed and bonded Natural Gas Service Man today. We gill run 81) feet of Natural Gas Pilie on your property, free of charge! Y'ou will
_ eujoy heating— with Gas because it keeps you warm at low cost.

vc,
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[-NOTICE

ield At
'eeting Of
111 OES

PAO, VIVO

LOST & FOUND

HAZEL REST HOME ORENIN
temporarily delayed. Will take 2-4 LOST: BLACK CASHMERE coat.
patients in our home until open- Size 14, with Wadkine, Paducah,
ing. Call 492-3753.
tilde Ky. label. Sursday at Kentucky

ampler No. Bli
astern Stile held
ag at the Lodel):
ay evening, Noyen o'clock.
wan, worthy ma4.1derdice, worthy
at the meeting.
was held with
the order being
dr. and Mrs. Leon
npreseive oblige..
y Mr. Alcierdice.
ed W. 13. Mo
of Cuba Chap**.
ris, Mrs. Burman
iderson, and Rev,
Childers.
were served kilo( the chapter by
Mrs. Beurdean
s. Lucy Altiordne.
t of fall flowers

Colonel noon hour. Everyone at

FOR RENT
HOUSE WITH ELECTR C
mocrerriTikaldrop Real Estate,
S. eth Street, PI 3-5646.

Female Help Wanted I

206
nee

and

sewerage.

AMERICA'S TOP SPINET Piano. Kentucky Colonel
Sunday le asked
Respuntble local party cats take to please check
their black coat.
00 small payments. We'll handle
Notify Mrs. Nancy Lovins Byers

Call PI 3-2473. n9p

tran.sfer. Write Home Office, JopI t FRIG 1 DAIRE REFRIGERATOR. lin
Piano Co., Joplin, Mo.
n9c
V-I51T YOUIVEACTORat
ANTED .27.miki.F. FOR ...P.ART STORM WINDOW TIME. Alumi- Good condition 135490..
n9c Shoe Store. Now located at 100 S.
tune work to solicit for Life mag- num windows $12.50 to $16.50 in- -allickenstup, PI 3-4395.
azine.

Guaranteed

$1''.15 per

FOR SALE

hour.

stalled.

Aluminum awnings, any
Call PI 3-5144 or apply in person size. Aluminum siding, thirteen BY OWNER, T W 0 BEDROOM
colors. No down payment. 36 mos. house, 1702 Miller. Has living
2 BEDROOM 'fflLER. Waldrop at t h e Gatlin BuildeRg, above to
pay. Home Comfort Company, room, dining room, kitchen, bath
I !teal Estate, 200 S. 4th Street, Douglass Hardware, Itasoin 110,
Hazel Highway. Phone 492-2502. and utility. Call PI 3-5640.
nlOp
1'1 3-5646.
n9c Saturday or Monday.
n13c

tfc

GOOD USED PERFECTION OIL'
heater (with blower). Price $25.00.

YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

Starks Hardware, 12th and Poplar.

JAP HAY PHONE PI 3-2263. Hp
HOUSE TRAILERS - 34

n10

FT.

•
UPI - Corn bread
attention with a
cheese topping..
ad cools, cut in
oh piece horizon
on cooky sheet.
cupe of grated
ended with 2- teaershire sauce, Sik
on powder and 2
silk. Sprinkle It
in hot oven

1

ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS
Sales & Service
..edger & Times

PL 3-1913

DRUG STORES
Scott Drugs ..

PL 1-1VIS

PL 3-$W

1956 CHEVROLET 2 TON Truck,
14 ft. bed, 4 ft solid sideboards, 2
speed axle, 4 new times on rear,
A-1 mechanically. Also 5 h.p.

PL 3-2547

PRINTING
IIIIIURANOE

Ledger & Timer

Frazee, Melugui & Bolton
Gen. Insurance
.. PL 4-341i

tier

tAttletons

PL 34016

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
AND SERVICC

LADIES READY TO WEAR

•

PL 3-4621 ..edger & Tines

PL 3-1916

veD
II
,[ a„ . . a ad wan ed ma lather•company in nut Met
exp:rieni e •fier pOflilbk
•
W. st to live wil
oVisalgert
locat Service
Ace
pie was too laus)- again.
'writ with old Fon Fellows, who
made him feel like • tenderfoot.
after • mountain lion that had been
making want raids us stock at
nest-by ranelY-a.
Saul shot • non after it was treed
by its neuritis but disappointment
&mowed the dead lion irss not it,,
O1.1i• they sought. telt • female
had purposely mingled
Ti-• v • -it with the lioness to contuse ti e ...rondo and roarer them
Sam
sd the ituneas had left
tshini nursing rubs and the dogs
led Sam and Alec to the hone's'
Mm. It had befn found by the
Wale rosrauder orfore they got to
. only one cub had survived.
In•• kinship
Motherless Aloe felt a ,
to the orphaned rah end nnriguarlerl
:Fain to let him taae the Want
borne.
•

•

•

CHAPTER 7
IT WAS airilost nine o'cleeic
when Claude Temple's pickup
truck climbed the grade from
the ford. Alec was out getting
wood from the stack beneath
the eaves When the sound reach
ea him.
He went In wee the load.
dropped it into the oox at the
fireplace, and fed a length of
split log into the flames Hav•
mg heard. too, Sam Fellows
turned up the neat beneath the
stew pan and colleepoL
Made wary by the flurry, the
lion cub went under the table:
• timely move. Alec thought.
for he .was all at (ante doubtful
of Claude s reaction.
"Sam ..." be said, but there
was no time to ask his help
now. Sam was giving the Coffeepot a study anyway.
"I'd best make More," Sam
"I doubt there:5 them
cups.*
"Ws enough," Alec said. "lie
seldom drinka it at night. He
says it keeps him awake."
Sam replaced the lid. Ehit in
front, the pickup halted. The
metal door opened and closed,
and Claude's step crossed to the
stoop. Entering, he paused a
moment, blinking, as the light
struck nim. Then he grew used
to It. saw them and smiled.

"Well, howdy. That smell.;
good. I'm starved."
*Well. we're waitin' on you,"
Sam said. "I near about act the
dogs on your trail."
Claude moved heavily to a
I
chair and sat down, lie was
tired. Alec saw, and his jeans
:and boots and Jacket were thick
with dust. It wasn't lust the
red dust of Chapperal Tank
'either; sonic was of that deep,
.rich brown found only on top
of the Rim. His face, which
smiled now at Alec, showed an.
other weariness, as of burdens
held in the mind.
His fingers moved slowly, undoing his Jacket- "Well, son,
how was the bunt?"

•

3

"It

was fine," Alec said as
he lauded stew out tor Claude
and set the plate on the table.
"hut Sam can till it edger
than 1 can."
He glanced at Sam, hoping
the meaning WEL.9 clear.
can tell part
Sam snorted.
.11 Rave to
of it. But your 00)
tell the rest. Maybe Use MAUI
pert.'
Pouring out more coffee. Sam
got himself settled and comfortable and began the tale of
the hunt. Claude [listened while
ne ate. Alec moved to a chair
across the table from them, in
order to see Claude's face when
the cub was mentioned-if Sam
didn't quit before then and
make him finish it.
Sam a stories were likely to
make you grip the edge ot your
even
Chair, listening. And
though A.ec belonged En this
was
telong
putt
one nimself. the
as exciting as the happening,
chase
so that the wild pounding
possessed the same life and
truth as the time of occurrence
Sam waved Ma pipe ih. the
air before him and let Ins voice
lift or sink with the tempo of
pursuit, drawing you in.
When the lioness spilled down
among the gathered hounds.
her golden eyes ci: aming, ne
halted. Alec thought at first
that Sam intended now that he
go on with it. then he Saw Sam
glance at the floor.
His own glance moved down
The cub was there, nosing at
the m:lk pan once more, the
fright of Claude's arrival lulled
by stilled motion and a known
voice.
When Claude maw It too, as
he now dal, be leaned forward,
looking.

times. Reason for selling, moving
out of town. PI 3-4360.
nlOc
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then Sam had said Alec
would hat e to ttx it up with
Claude.

Claude's glance went' from
Sam to Alec to the cub and
back to Sara.
"How about it. Sam"- Claude
said. "What do you say auout
?"
backed off
Laughing, Sam
from tne question; Alec felt
hail angry.

Douglas
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Sama;

shrugged. "A Bon's a
S
lion." Then ne made a conces'ion. "A lot could depend on the
raising. Maybe."
"I'll raise rum right," Alc7
take care at him
said. -I
He'll give no trouble to any-
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volcano

9-The self
10-Sailor
(cohort )
21-Fruit drink
16-Vessel
12-Rind of Illy
20-Man's name
22-On high
21-Nocturnal
mammal
34-CYPrinoltt
fish,
26-DisInte (at)
VI-Prefix: sot
21-Substance
30-Roman
official
22-Yellow ocher
23-Bitter vetch
35-Polisbes
29-Spantah for

13-Jargon
14-Mild
explethie
15-Tumble
17-Repeat
performance
111-Bacteriologist's wire
21-Cooled lam
22-Landed
2.5-Ouldo's high
note
II-Citrus fruit
11-Conducted
12-Fretted
complaining
way
24-Hindn
ejaculation
25-Intellect
$4-Period of
tIm•
17-Note of scale
22-British
regiment
41-Cc.mb. form:
bad
42-Jourzi
4.3-1'nd
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god
44-Distance
measure
115-Priiiter'•
measure
47-Abounding
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40-Goddess of
heeling
41-Note of wale
44-Encountered
46-Liquefy
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54-Meadow
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Shoemaker, Auc-

eiVer.

VERY GCOD
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Wanted To &ay

I

LARGE COAL ROT AIR Furnace
with stoker and blower. Murray
Hatchery.
n8c

-
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*AMOY

"Don't ask me, nanger. Yet
know animals, or ought to."
"I'll take care of nim. Dad,'
Ale, said. "Do all the feeding
and cleaning up You won't eves.
nave to think about nim."
"It'll grow." Claude said, and
thought • moment before he
said. "What about temperament.

EVELYOINE SHOULD NAVE A
TO EASE THE SaClkh Cr A
FINANCIAL EMERISENCY
ONE 0.F THE SEST WAV6 TO
lisete tie A RESERVE OF
AICREN 16 TEl INVEST
IrEGU.AR-V IN

cheat. This 97 acre level and rice
farm will be sold 'privately. See
administrator, Gary ice Douglas,
3587 Clinton Road, Paducah, or
{shone Paducah 447-3696 for details. Garvicc Douglas Admiois'r

•

FINANCIAL CUSHION

all antique buyers and
sellers m a y bring any surplus
items. Will sell them free. Already
have about 50 pieces coming.
Bring your dinner bells, large

"I could hase •Yit
if to niakii plain na woula
no help.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

PBS .'SATIC 0LOELERATO4
FOR t'SE ON 517AZ...'E COAFT.
Aa THE 0:-ite is.:-.97.0ACPES
A‘..:e
• ON'..-sSifilt7A:E L5:746
SCOnETZt TO fagaw IT portal
•
LAV.taATED
lo ii, LATT_Ti AT
to: 5:044T
TO
reCtiCE A NO-SHOCK
LAN&

sell. Also

Mad & Co; CoMmlin
g
=
by Lag natures

SCHOOL TIME IS HERE AGAIN . . .
OBSERVE TRAFFIC LAWS!

on established

CUSHIONED MOON
LANDIN4.,..
%.s.cieK. IS SEINs'a DONE ON A

mewing machine, rubber tire wagon, all in A-1 condition; ale° a
mule, some household goods, 20
gauge shot guts, small tools. This
is next to my last sale. Will sell
free anything neighbors have to

IA,
. JOHN .......
B.P*ES,CO
. ........ .....TT

•
ch• novel
pziNtedd=butat,Dod
by Jobs la.

TO call
monthly accounts.
Excellent earnings. Evenings and
Saturdays. Write -Box 32-K, Murtay, Ky.
n9c

L. rho Keakonen of Finland waves from car in Loa
Angeles and announces he will complete his 16-day U.S.
tour schedule In
spite of the crisis at home-a Soviet demand
that Finland
join in defense talk "against a possible
attack by West
Germany and her allies." That means NATO.

by

Itemengton chain saw, gear drive,
24" blade, used about 4 months.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1:00
Call PI 3-1352.
reip
p.m. rain or eye, three miles
east of Hazel, Kentucky, es mile
BY OWNER, NICE BRICK house north of stateline
at Early Douglas
on 75x225 ft. lot 5 14'i transfer(deceased) farm. Will sell: 1954
able FHA loan. Has electric heat, Chevrolet
sedan, Allis Chalmers
completely insulated, city water tractor,
p 1 o w, disc, cultivator,

11

•

COLLECTORS, WHITE,

RNN PRESIDENT LOOKS UNWORIIED--Presiclent

1-Pond
4-Estra
11-Oreek letter
12-Time gone

APARTMENT SIZE ELECTRIC large night stands, extra large
cook range. A-1 condition. All master dresser and full mirror,
siies gas heaters $5.00 up. 304 chest on chest. Purchase price
North 12th Street. Phone PI 3- $1297.78 will sell for $600. Also
lime o a k bedroom suite, with
2387.
n8p
large bed, double dresser and mirWASHER AND DRYER IN good ror, large cheat
of drawers, foam
condition. Waldnip Reel Estate, rubber mattress
and box springs,
206 S. 4th Buieet, PI 3-5646.
n9c same ae new. Only used 5 or 6

PAINT STORES
Tidwell Paint Store

.

USED 21" TELEVISION IN ExNEW '7 PIECE WILDWOOD solid
cellent condition, reasonable. Dial
cherry bedroom suite. Consists of
PI 3-1777 after 5:00 p.m.
t/c twin poster
oarsopy beds, t w o

OFFICE SUPPUIPI
Ledger & Fusee

elELF' WAN1 ED

For Rent or Sale

Vagabond, excellent condition, only $1,095.00. 1957 Great Lakes, THREE BEDROOM HOUSE AT
GREAT LAKES HOUSE TRAIL- 45x10 ft., clean throughout. $2,- 1303 Olive. Has basement rooms
er. 10 ft. wide, 45 ft. long, room 595.00. 1961 Nassua, new, 45x10 for college buys. Call PI 3-1349.
galore, 2 bedromos. Only $2,660. It. only $3,795.00. Mayfield, Pare Op
Can finaree. Across from Pipeline ducah Rd., across from Pipeline
Service Statism; Mel. 45,
May- Service Station, Phone Us 7-9066.
field. Phone eti 7-9066.
n9c
n14c

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

is.

n9c

LOST: LADY'S YELLOW GOLD
13th Street. We carry all famous
Elgin wrist watch with yellow
name brand shoes.
nlOc gold
band in front of Littleton's I
WE LOAN CARPET SHAMPOO- Monday. If found, please
notify
er at no csig with purchase of
Littletod's.
nlOp
Blue Lustre irirampoo. Crass Furniture Company.

tfc

:ovations for the

at P1 3-3237.

by Linke Mesiemllee.
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BOY---ARE YOU
CRAB BY

FEEL KINDA
LONESOME--- I
!THINK I'LL CALL
OUR NEIGHBOR
AND HAVE A
L I IL CHAT
I

one."

Accustomed to him by now
the cub oegan to ourrow into
Alec s shirt, prodding his ribs
and stomach with his moist
nose. Deep vothin his furry
warmth, a small electric motor
seemed to be running. Feeling
these infant vibrations against
him, Alec Could not conceive of
a time when the cub might be
a bother or problem.
All at once ne burst out.
-With his me shot down, he
hasn't anyone but us. And unless we keep hun, well nave to
kill him, too."
• • •
What might have been pain
ELL. I'll be," Claude said. flickered
In Claude's glance;
"Whate this, Sam? Why, still, he hesitated. saving "Well
while Ms eye took them
It's a lion."
.
Sam laughed, "That's the part in, took them in together as the
of the tale that belongs to Alec. cub nudged and burrowed, and
I've finished mine."
then seemed to go through
-Can I keep him, Dad: can them both and on toward smile
I?" Alec reached and took tt image, far removed, that Alec
'Ma his lap: all it once he was couldn't guess at.
stricken with fear that Claude
Then it came back to there
would say no.
again, and a smile, telling that
Slowly Claude set down his doubt was resolving, began to
•
fork- His eye stayed on the make its mark on his face.
lion, as If he must bring his
Now, slowly, he relaxed pi his
mind away from other problems chair. "All right, son," he haid.
"We'll give it a try. We can do
6 bear on this one.
"Why, I don't know. Where that much anyway."
Alec, not trusting himself to
did von find It anyhow?"
Alee's telling hardly came up speak right away, could only
to Sam's. He stumbled through smile. In the quiet, Sam leaned
It, ridden by doubt and anxiety. forward.
"It was either take Min or
"Now I hope you ain't sore at
leave him to starve." he said at me. boy," he said "I kept out
the end. -Unless the old ut
lier of It apurposc, meaning you
got him first, or some
g should stand for hum alone. He's
else."
yours now, I'll tell you that, He
Sam eyed the bowl of his really is."
(To Be Continuo. Tomorrow)
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SAME OW

YOU!!RIG/4r?

NCTCHERUiff
K IT!- HOW YO(.1
LIKE A FREE.
TRIP TO
LONDON)?

b• Al Oaao

GAT ALBERTS AUTOGRAPH,BUT IN SUCH

A CL UMSY
YOU KNOCK HIS

PITCH','
KIN!!

TOOTH OUT!!
THA1"5
4 VARY

IMPORTANT!!

W

e

ANNIE AN' SLATS
NOW WHY SHOULO YOU
GO THROWING OUT GOOD
MONEY BIDDING AGAINST
ME, ABBIE 1 YOU GOT A
FIHE HOUSE -AND YOU
AREN'T PLANNING
ON GOING INTO
[REAL ESTATE

W Rayburn Van Mersa
YOU'RE- JUST A BIDDER,
JAsPER HAGSTONE NOT THE F.B.I.;

NOW YOU TOPPIN' MY BID,
OR 00 I TAKE POSSESSION
0' THIS
HOUSE

ALL YOURS,
ABSIE. MO IF YOU
DON'T MIND NW
SAYING SO, YOU'VE
MADE A (!eAD
BARGAIN
IT'S

TIME WILL
TELL, JASPER.AND ONLY
TIME;
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MURRAY'S
fAVOR1TE

GIFT
BOND,

1(04
IGA Red Carpet Service...for
the lady whe pushes the cart!
Come in iolay 041 enjoy our many
shopping advaniagas. Fast, friendly,

f!.

courteous service plus complete seleclion el top quality products. Your every
shopping wish will be our guide to
serving you better everyday, in every
way Shop IGA. you II Save m0,e, t00.
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* * CHOICE MEAT ITEMS IA;
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,I,
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TABLERITE CHOICE GRADE

el•W2

T-BONE STEAKS
RIB STEAKS
FABLERITE CHOICE GRADE

A ROI.D PL4ID ii r.avy. goh ar.,1 mar, •••.
or. a vtute ground is used for this outfit.
By SWAN IIIRDEX
THE STYLES set by our
Own American des.grers this
season are, we be..ev e, as new,
chic and wearai.le as anything that has corrie from the
Eurapear ha-1e couture.
Is Grand Manner
These fashions shaw aeeft•
filte return to the gram:or-antiered silhouette that subtly
fits the figure and has an almist casual ad-. While there
I' no obvious return to yesterday, there is a definite scan-

•

_A Dot lire> BREAsTFD 's
teamed v.ith an va.sy

tion agalnst the distorted er
urbala.r.i:ed Tros that were
prvvalerit a fr'.v years bask.
There are a great r.umber
of interesting and quietly drat:tittle shapes in coats, suits,
costumes and daytime dresses.
%Tut they have in connnon is
a sympathetic understanding
cf the feminine form,
Diversity Of Design
The three suits pictured ti'.
day show a wide diveras.y of
de.-go, but they all have an

iiinifficHOLE

1.1112 Suit.

easy fit and are made of

fiACON

55 auish.

Perfect for either town or
country is the bulky blanket
plaid with a large white but.
ton closing on the jacket.
Another popular model is a
box-jacketed suit which has
the added attraction of a
leopard fur fill-in at the neckline.
A third suit features a knit
blouse top which matches 141
braid L---rn ar.-X,,,buttons.
-

PKG.

LB.

•• • —

•-•••—•••

Woolen; sad Worsteds of Asisnica
BRAID TRIM decorates this youthful suit.
It has a
short jacket with a cardigan neck and a
flared skirt.

FACTS eh" DEPOSIT INSURANC
lemitlYOU SHOULD KNOVIr.;

Green Creek News

Coldwater
News

ONLY BANK INSURANCE IS
REQUIRED BY LAW TO PAY OFF
PROMPTLY IN AN EMERGENCY!!

ALL DAY THURSDAY, NOV. 9th
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Mr - and Mrs Edmond Gamble
ant children -were S,mslay ;meats

N

BANK OF MURTIAY

•

APPROPRIATE

DALLAS. Tex .111) — When a
truffle officer stopped an eaterminator far running a stop sign.
Dallas Times Herald columnist
Dick Hitt reported the event this
way: "Police nab hired killer!"

Member F. D. I. C.

„.•

APPLES _

CABBAGE

—__—

of Mr and Mrs. Fred Kirkland
and
Miss. Edith Dancnn and Mrs.
Ann Schnles of Paducah were
Sunday cullers of home folks.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Locke and
baby %pent several days with his
, mother. Mrs Hazel Lock e and
.lother relatives. Mr. Locke leaves
for overseas service in a few days.
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.-GIFT'

— 4-1b. bag

— — — 1-1b. bag

lb,

25-1b. bag.59'
44.

Pictures taken FREE of charge of children thru $'igars old
in our store
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 15th from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.. Come in
for details!

IN MURRAY, WHERE A PERSONAL
INTEREST
IS TAKEN IN YOUR FOOD NEEDS
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-1"ar"11.J
. GIFT
BOND,

*

39
9
_____ 5
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KAVANAUGH'S

4. 1

IBOND.

CHILDRENS PERSONALITY CONTEST

A SHORT STOP—Tony Rubel',
star shortstop for the New
York Yankees, gives his wife
• kiss before going to the barracks at Fort Lewis, Wash.,
for active duty with the U.S.
Army. Shortly after, he began
training as an infantryman
and will be assigned to the
32nd Infantry Division of the
Wisconsin National Guard.
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49c
89c
25c
10c
19c
29c
FIG beNEWTONS 29c 91P.,
2.R 49c
SANDWICH

Tender
CARR
rPOTS

.;-.

se

us

LB. CAN.
COFFEE FLAVORS
3 FOR
licIllbnbex Cake Mix 2
omato Soup
RACKERS
BEANS
3 FOR
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IGA DELUXE

* PRODUCE
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DOUBLE GIFT BOND STAMPS
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ALL
prasented to the followint• Danny
Hutson, Ray Smith. Charles Goble,
Ricky Jones, Rodney Stallons and I
Befiscii;
Ronnie Bowerman by the Cubmaster. The year pins were presented
Well November is here and it
to the following: Randy Barnes. looks hke it has brought winter
Bob Washer. Mike Farley. John with it. We hope it doesn't get too
Mahan. James Mahan by the Cub- bed but looks like snow this mornmaster Silver Arrowhead was pre. ling.
sented to Rand) Barnes and SamMost of- the corn is gathered
colLns was presented a sa,'around here but still a little in CAMPBELL'S - No. I can
ver and Gold Arrowhead by Cub the fields.
madec Dan Hutson
Mrs and Mrs. Rexford Cam.°r.
The general theme of the meet- and Mr and Mrs. Rudy Smith vsi• re?,
inc was Sleepy Hollowland Den Saturday afternoon callers of the .1
1 -lb. box
I had made shadow boxes with Houston Millers We are always IGA SALTINE
scenes of Rip Van Winkle Den glad to see them
4had
had seemnadoen
Miller visited Mr
doorwhattotuhresy
end
Thursday morning
postersthe n ouotf
The plans for corning meetings • and carried them a pumpkin They
BUSH'S C., NORTHERN or PINTO - 300 can
were made while Mr Owens and both have colds
Mr Stations took boys across the
Lucille Hart and Lothe Sue Colhall for games. The meeting end..lins were visitors of Mrs. Flossie
;el with all singing a rob scoot .Miller Tuesday morning and ptck'song *Fun was had by all.
'eel up some walnuts where here
_
Others visiting the Millers were NABISCO 1 lb
'Charley Culp and Mr. and Mrs.
'Bert Hodges.
Mrs. Flowie Miller went to see
her 'mother Saturday afternoon.
She isn't feeling as well as com- LEMON CUSTARD - 13 -oz. pkg.
mon.
Mr. and Mrs Tom Gordon's
children and grandchildren were
Miss Ruby, Miss Mary and Gar- last weekend visitors of their parIon Russell and Miss Effie and ems
Mrs 011ie Russell all of Wingo
Well I have gathered in my
were Sunday afternoon callers of gourds so anyone who wants one
Mrs. Ethel Darnell.
may have it by coming for it.
Mrs Hattie Watson and Altie
Carves Paschall covered his pole
and Carlene Lamb vetted in the barn the past week Had it full
home of Mrs. 7.ada Stone and of hay so didn't get it done any
daughter- of Paris the first of last ;too soon.
Crisp. Juicy elicious
aeek.
I Monday morning is still cold
Mr and Mrs Guthrie Edwards an-1 cloudy. Hope the sun shines
were Wednesday afternoon call- :soon.
—
frs in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bulldog
Hill Adams and family.
Mrs Dottie Hunter of Paducah
spent a few days with relatives
— —
.rivently. Mr and Mrs. rams sanders and daughter and Mrs. Mollie
Freak
Cochran were Sunday dinner vest*
of Mr. and Mfs. J. E. Duncan.
Mr and Mrs. Leon MeGary of
Memphis were Sunday guests of
borne folks

mother Members x-e Danny Hut- Sammy ,"(rillins
son. FLcky Jones. Rodney Stations.
Everyone signed :n on arriving
Ray Smith. James Mahan, Charles
in their falsefares and a 'door
Gibbs.
ix-ize was given to Mrs Mac in
Members of Den 2 Mrs Macon Blankenship as her name was
Ef.lankenship o den mother Mem- iX-awn from the pumpkin as the
bers are Mark Et4ankenship. David lucky one a game was played.
Finth.
Mike Farley James Ray Finding the Msstery Lad). Daind
Cub PackA0 held their monthly Holland John Mahan
Finch was the winner and the
meetng Friday night. October 27•
:Mystery Lad) was Mrs. C W.
Members
of
Den
it College High Micro' with Cub4. Mrs Hubert Jones
Barnes is den inneher and Mrs
Yielder. Dan Hutson presiding
Merlin Washer .s • assistant den
The Flag Ceremony was given
Members of ;he Pack are Den ; I. mother
Members are Randy by the Cubs and followsng this
Mrs Dan -Hutson den mother..Fthrr.es P,cih Washer. David Owens.
the' awards were given to Cub
Mrs Wakon Stations aasistant den Randy Wood. Ronnie Bowerman,
Set:sits: The Bobrat badge was
—

CE AT OTHER SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS
CAICIJEI 0141, our OVER
YEARS IF NECESSARY
P
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GFI
IND-1/1
;Caws

.GIFT>
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Cub Pack 90
74,yts Recently
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LB.

99Fb
69b
23c
49c

